
Quick Start - Simple Motions 
 
While this document is about building motions using code, there is another option. If all you’re really needing to do is 

trigger a simple animation or chain of animations, you can do it without writing code (or reading beyond this section). 

What you’ll use is the ‘Simple Motion’ that I created for you.  

Interestingly enough, the concepts are really the same whether you’re using the Simple Motion or writing code: 

1. Identify a unique “Phase ID” to start the motion’s animation  

2. Setup the animations inside your Mecanim Animator 

3. Build the trigger that will cause your motion to activate 

 

Mecanim Animator 
The first thing you’ll need to do is add your animation to your Mecanim Animator. Then, setup a transition and condition 

that will cause the animation to activate. The condition would use a unique number you choose. 

 

 

Simple Motion 
Once the animator and condition is setup, you can add a ‘Simple Motion’ motion to 

your Motion Controller. 

The Phase ID is the same unique number that you used in the condition you just 

setup. This is what connects the Simple Motion to the Mecanim Animator. 

The last thing you need to do is identify the trigger that will cause the motion to 

activate. With the Simple Motion, we do that with the Action Alias. The Action 

Alias is a friendly name to an input that you setup. In the example to the left, Unity 

automatically includes ‘Fire1’ and it correlates to the left-mouse-button. 

 

 

Without any coding… when the left mouse button is clicked, the animator will play the pick-up motion and then the 

motion will end. 
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Advanced Properties 
In addition two basic properties we discussed above, there’s some other properties that will help you extend the 

usability of the Simple Motion. 

Exit Time 
This is the animation’s normalized time at which the motion will stop. Normalized time means 0 is the start of the 

animation and 1 is the end. So, 0.5 would be the exact middle. 

Exit State 
By default, the Exit Time we’re looking at is the animation state we started in. However, by entering an animation state 

path here, we can use this animation state for the exit instead. This allows you to chain animation states together and 

have the motion end when the last one is reached. 

An example value would be: ‘Base Layer.Utilities-SM.IdlePose’ 

Exit On Release 
When checked, this option will deactivate the motion when the button is released. In this way, you could create a 

looping animation that ends once the player releases the button associated with the Action Alias. 

Disable Gravity 
Turns off gravity while the motion is active and re-enables it when the motion deactivates. 

Disable RM Rotation 
Remove all root-motion rotation values while the motion is active. 

Disable RM Movement 
Remove all root-motion movement values while the motion is active. 

 

The rest of the document will focus on creating advanced motions using code… 
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Quick Start - Motion Template 
If you’re not interested in reading this long (but very thorough) document, you may want to jump straight to looking at 

the MotionTemplate class. 

If you copy and rename the MotionTemplate.cs file, you can use it as a starting point for your own motion. In it, I’ve put 

lots of extra comments to help you setup your first code-based motion. 

As I said before, there are really 3 things that are happening: 

1. Identify a unique “Phase ID” to start the motion’s animation (code comment #6) 

2. Setup the animations inside your Mecanim Animator 

3. Build the trigger that will cause your motion to activate (code comment #12) 

Inside the file, I’ll walk you through these steps and point out key places where you can add code in order to customize 

your motion. 

Motion Life Cycle (simplified) 
To help understand what’s happening in the template, let’s look at a simple life cycle of a motion… 

 

Each frame, the layers will test to see if the “active motion” is still valid… that’s the TestUpdate() function. Then, they 

will look at each motion’s TestActivate() function to see if a different motion should be activated. 

If there is a new motion to activate, the old one is deactivated. Then, the new motion is activated. 

Finally, the active motion has its Update() function called. This is where you can cause the character to move and rotate. 

You simply set the mMovement and mRotation properties of the motion and the MC will do the rest. 

It’s these functions you’ll code in to customize the template for your motion.  

Motion Layer 
Motion Layer 

Motion Layers 

ActiveMotion.TestUpdate() 

 
 
Motion.TestActivate() 

ActiveMotion.Activate() 

OldMotion.Dectivate() 

ActiveMotion.Update() 

 
Does a new motion have priority? 

No Yes 

Each frame, for each layer… 

  Time to stop? 
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Foreword 
Thank you for purchasing the Motion Controller!  

I’m an independent developer and your feedback and support really means a lot to me. Please don’t ever hesitate to 

contact me if you have a question, suggestion, or concern. 

The latest version of the overview can be found online: 
http://www.ootii.com/Unity/MotionController/MC2Guide.pdf 
 
I’m also on the forums throughout the day: 
http://forum.unity3d.com/threads/229900-Motion-Controller 

Tim 
tim@ootii.com 

 

 

This is a long document, but it’s packed with great info that will help you get the most out of the Motion Controller.  

If you need to, feel free to jump straight to the ‘Build Your First Motion’ section. However, make sure you come back 

and check out the details. Your game is worth it! 

For all the detail I give you, building a motion really comes down to these four steps: 

1. Import an animation – exactly like you do without the Motion Controller 
2. Setup the Mecanim Animator – pretty much what you do without the Motion Controller 
3. Create a Motion Script – the example takes about 20 minutes 
4. Assign the Motion to the character – this takes about 10 seconds 

 

 

 

 

  

http://www.ootii.com/Unity/MotionController/MC2Guide.pdf
http://forum.unity3d.com/threads/229900-Motion-Controller
mailto:tim@ootii.com
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Overview 
Character Controllers are critical in most games as they are the connection between the player/AI and the avatar that’s 

in the game. At the core, character controllers manage input, control movement, and play animations. The Motion 

Controller does this and more.   

The Motion Controller is a character controller that’s built to be a framework upon which any type of motion (jumping, 

climbing, sneaking, etc.) can be built. The challenge is that every game is different. You may not need climbing and I may 

not care about swimming. However, we both need an efficient way to manage the motions our PCs and NPCs have. 

This character controller not only provides the framework, but includes core features most character controllers neglect. 

Things like support for moving and rotating platforms, applying physics based forces, and cleaning up animation data. 

Audience 
This document is for programmers and scripters that want to create motions. No bones about it, if you’re modifying or 

creating motions, you’re going to have to have a basic understanding of programming. 

Unfortunately, this document won’t be a good ‘learning to program’ guide. Instead, I’m going to assume you understand 

things like inheritance, abstraction, and C#. This way we can get down to the business of creating motions. 

Process 
I always like to start these kinds of documents at a high level and then drill in. The goal will be to give you a view of the 

whole system, dig into the details, and then share some examples.  

Along the way, I’ll explain why I’ve made some of the decisions that I have. This would give you an opportunity to 

challenge them and come up with improvements. 

Limitations 
If you’ve ever looked at my code, you’ll see that I am fanatical about commenting. It’s important for me to reference 

back to, but also helps others to follow what I’m doing. 

So this document isn’t going to list out every object or every property. You can get that by looking at the code. Instead, 

this documentation is going to point you at the important pieces and give you details that will help you understand the 

code at a higher level. 

Terms 
Character – This is the Mecanim rigged model that is being animated and controlled. It could be a player controlled 

entity or a non-player controlled entity. I’ll also refer to it as the “actor”, “avatar”, and sometimes as a “pawn” (from my 

old UDK days). 
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Goals 
Character controllers are pretty complex. They need to understand the environment, the camera, character state, player 

input, and possibly historical data. As I started thinking about my game, I realized I needed something modular that 

could be customized for my characters, but consistent for the game engine itself. 

A couple of core goals that I had: 

 Must be usable with PC and NPCs 

 Must be consistent, but flexible 

 Must be extendable for things I haven’t thought of yet 

 Must be efficient 

To be honest, my initial goal wasn’t to create something to be sold. However, there was enough interest that it seemed 

like it might be a good idea and here we are. 

Architecture 
In order to understand how to modify and create motion, you need to understand how the pieces fit together. This way 

you’ll understand how changes in one object can affect other objects. 

 

Actor Controller 
The Actor Controller is the core. It’s the actual character controller that is responsible for movement, collisions, 

platforming, etc. While the Motion Controller manages animations, the Actor Controller manages the body as a whole. 

Actor State 
The Actor Controller holds state information for the current and previous frames. In this way, we can do comparisons 

against position, grounded-ness, velocity, etc. 

Motion Controller 
This is obviously the overarching system. It’s the container that holds the motions, states, and provides access to 

external resources such as the camera and Mecanim animator. 

During the update phase, the Motion Controller will update the Motion Layers who, in turn, update the active Motions. 

While Motions are classes, they are not MonoBehaviours. 

 
Motion Layers 

 
Motions 

 
States 

Animator 

Motion Controller 
Actor Ctrl 

Input Source 

Camera 
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Motion State 
The controller has two objects that keep track of the motion controller’s state: State and PrevState.  

Both objects are MotionState objects and while State holds information about the controller in the current frame, the 

PrevState object holds the controller’s state from the last frame. MotionStates hold information about the animator 

state. This way we can look into what the animator’s current state is like vs. what it was last frame. 

Motion Layers 
The Motion Controller manages a set of Motion Layers and each layer manages a set of Motions. Typically, the Motion 

Layers are tied to Mecanim’s Animator Layers. However, that’s not required. You could have multiple layers so that 

motions that aren’t tied to animations can run at the same time. 

Wait…what? You can have motions that aren’t tied to animations?  

Sure. Motions support a velocity and angular velocity value that can change how the character moves and rotates. You 

could use these values without ever changing the current animation. I do this a lot with the climb motion. 

Motions 
Motions are a mix of animation, code, and settings that work together to create a specific action. 

Mecanim is an awesome tool for blending and managing animations, but with complex actions like climbing, it can fall 

short. These kinds of motions need to define things outside of animations: what can be climbed, when should the climb 

start, and how to move out of the climb. 

 

Putting it all Together 

 

Motion Controller Input Source 

Mecanim Animator 

  Motion Layer 

  
Walk Motion 

Actor Controller 
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Understanding Motions 
Motions don’t replace the Mecanim Animator, but work with it to control the animation flow. As such, motions typically 

have three components: animations, code, and settings. They work together to create the full effect. 

Think about a dynamic jump. I’m not talking about a simple jump animation that’s always the same height, but a jump 

based on physics. A jump where different characters with different attributes could have different jump heights. 

Animations 
There needs to be animations that represent the motion you’re trying to create. Think about the whole motion you’re 

trying to build.  

For example, a jump could be one simple animation. However, what if you wanted the jump to be customizable? In this 

case, you’d need an animation for the launch, the rise, the pause at the top, the fall, the land, and then the recover-to-

idle or recover-to-run.  

These animations would come from you. While I’ve built motions and provide some animations, your game is unique and 

you should find, buy, or build the animations that fit your characters’ styles. 

Mecanim Animator 
For the most part, these animations are setup in Mecanim just as you would without the Motion Controller. You’ll need 

to create animation nodes and transitions just like you do today. 

There are some nuances and we’ll go over them shortly. 
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The goal with each motion is to keep its animations 

contained in a single state machine.  

In this way, motion animations can be added without 

impacting other motions.  

We leverage Mecanim’s blending to smoothly transition 

between motions. In some case, we’ll have specific 

transition animations, but those are handled in the state 

machines themselves. 

To do this, we make heavy use of the ‘Any State’ to 

transition into the motions’ animations. 

Code 
In a physics based jump, we need to know when to jump, when we reach the peak, when we land, and how to recover. 

During the jump we could resize the character’s collider, transition to a climb, or quit the jump early because the player 

jumped onto a platform. 

This is all handled in the code part of the motion.  

Each motion has its own script that ‘plugs into’ the Motion 

Controller. 

The script has specific functions that test to see if it’s time for the 

motion to become active, functions for updating the motion, and 

a function to shut the motion down. 

In the case of a jump, the test could be for a specific button 

press. In the case of a fall, it could be for a specific ground 

distance. 

Once the script is activated, it sends a signal to the Mecanim 

animator and the animation begins moving along. 

The active motions then monitor their states and drive the 

animator through the phases of the motion.  

In the end, the code determines when the motion has completed 

and shuts itself down. 

 

 

Settings 
The last key ingredient is the settings that are applied to the individual character and controller. 

In the inspector for the Motion Controller, each character can have multiple motion layers. These pretty much match 

Mecanim’s Animator Layers and allow multiple motions to control different animations at the same time. 

Then, we can assign any number of motions to the characters. In the example to the left, our character can idle, run, fall, 

jump, climb, and sneak. 
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Removing or adding the support for a new motion is simply a matter of 

configuring it in the setup. 

At the bottom, we can set the properties for the specific motions. Here 

you can see Jump is selected and we could modify the jump impulse to 

change how high and far the character can jump. 

In this implementation, the Jump also allows us to determine how much 

‘in-air’ control the player has. 

In the end, there could be multiple types of jumps that are used by 

different characters or even the same character at different times. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Name 

Type Name Priority Enabled 
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Motion Life Cycle 
After initialization, the life cycle basically consists of the active motion determining if it should stay active (the 

TestUpdate function). Then, each motion looks to see if it should be the active motion (the TestActivate function). If a 

new motion should be activated, its Activate function is called and the old motion’s Deactivate function runs.  

Finally, the active motion’s Update function runs. 

 
Each motion inherits from MotionControllerMotion and allows you to override the functions as needed. It’s in these 

“processing points” that you can initialize your code, determine if it’s time to activate, and update the motion each 

frame.  

Awake() 

Deserialize 

Awake() 

LoadAnimatorData() 

Initialize() 

UpdateMotions() ActiveMotion.TestUpdate() ActiveMotion.Deactivate() 

ActiveMotion.TestInterrupt() 

 
 

TestActivate() 

NewActiveMotion.Activate() 

OldActiveMotion.Deactivate() 

New Motion? 

Allowed? 

ActiveMotion.Update() 

UpdateRootMotion() ActiveMotion.UpdateRootMotion() 

OnAnimatorStateChange() ActiveMotion.OnAnimatorStateChange() 

Motion Layer Motion  

Initialization 

Per Frame 

End? 
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Mecanim Setup 
As I said, setting up animations for the Motion Controller isn’t much different than setting them up for anything else. In 

fact, the animations themselves are exactly the same.  

It’s setting up the Animator that’s a little different. 

 

Animator Parameters 
The Animator supports parameters that can be set by code. These parameters can then be used inside of the Animator 

to control the flow of animation. 

You can find more detail about that here: 
https://docs.unity3d.com/Documentation/Manual/AnimationParameters.html 

The Motion Controller has a set of predefined parameters that you can use to help manage your animations. You can 

add more if needed, but you’ll need to set their values in code yourself. Additional parameters would be done inside 

your motion script. 

Motion Controller parameters that are predefined: 

IsGrounded – Determines if the character is on the ground. 

Stance – High level integer represents the stance or state the character is in. Stances 

are typically things like traversal, archery, sword and shield, flying, etc. 

InputX – Horizontal move value from the input device where -1 is left and 1 is right 

InputY – Vertical move value from the input device where -1 is down and 1 is up 

InputMagnitude – Magnitude value of the movement input of the current State 

InputMagnitudeAvg – Average magnitude value of the movement input 

InputAngleFromAvatar – Horizontal angle of the input from avatar’s forward 

InputAngleFromCamera – Horizontal angle of the input cameras forward  

L0MotionPhase – Motion Phase input for the first Animator layer 

L0MotionParameter – Motion specific integer for the first Animator layer 

L0MotionStateTime – Normalized time of the current animation (0 to 1) 

L1MotionPhase – Motion Phase input for the second Animator layer 

L1MotionParameter – Motion specific integer for the second Animator layer 

L1MotionStateTime – Normalized time of the current animation (0 to 1) 

WARNING: During updates, Unity will overwrite any changes you make to files that 
were part of the original asset.  
 
So, when customizing the Mecanim Animator, create a copy of the 
Humanoid.controller file, make your changes there, and use that with your characters. 

https://docs.unity3d.com/Documentation/Manual/AnimationParameters.html
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Motion Phase 
What the Motion Controller does is manage the animations as they flow through the Animator. One of the key tools to 

do this are the ‘Motion Phase’ Animator Parameters: ‘L0MotionPhase’, ‘L1MotionPhase’, etc.  

Note that the ‘Lx’ part represents the Mecanim Animator Layer index. So following the image below: ‘L0MotionPhase’ is 

for the first layer ‘Base Layer’, ‘L1MotionPhase’ is for the second layer ‘Fighting’, etc. 

The motion code will set the Motion Phase parameter to a value using the Motion Controller’s 

SetAnimatorMotionPhase() function. Then the Animator will use that value as a gate for moving the animation forward. 

More later on what the actual Motion Phase values should be… 

Animator Sub-State Machines 
As mentioned earlier, it’s best to put each motions animations into its own sub-state machine. You don’t have to, but 

this way motion animations don’t interfere with one another and you can add new motions cleanly. 

If you look at the image below, you’ll see this is the Animator sub-state machine for the ‘Jump’ motion. I use the motion 

name plus ‘-SM’ so I can keep track of which sub-state machines belong to which motion scripts. 

When building the animation flow, you’ll use states, blend states, and transitions just like you would if you weren’t using 

the Motion Controller. However, one difference is that you want to leverage the ‘Any State’. 

Notice in the image below, there are no links coming in or going out of the sub-state machine (the orange diamond). All 

initiation comes from the ‘Any State’ using a condition tied to the appropriate motion phase. In this case, “L0 Motion 

Phase”. 

In the Jump for example, a jump starts by calling the following function: 

mMotionController.SetAnimatorMotionPhase(mAnimatorLayerIndex, Jump.PHASE_START_JUMP, true); 

mAnimatorLayerIndex – Animator Layer index the animation exists on. In this case, 0. 

Jump.Phase_Start_Jump – This is an enumeration (actually an integer) that is the Motion Phase value used to start the 

jump. For the jump, that’s 251. 

true – Tells the Motion Controller to clear the Motion Phase once the animations start. 
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What you can see in the image, is that the condition from ‘Any State’ to ‘Jump Rise’ relies on the ‘L0MotionPhase’ being 

equal to 251. When that happens, the jump begins. 

As for the other transitions, their conditions can be whatever you need. Leverage the existing Animator Parameters or 

add your own. 

Note that you don’t typically need to exit the sub-state machine since another motion will take over with its ‘Any State’ 

and move you out when appropriate. 

Motion Phase Values 
Typically, each motion has a set of enumerations (integers) that are the parameter values that actually trigger the 

Animator to animate. In the example above, the jump motion uses 251 to initiate a jump. 

In fact, if you look at the jump motion script you’ll see this: 

// Enum values for the motion 
public const int PHASE_UNKNOWN = 0; 
public const int PHASE_LAUNCH = 201;  
public const int PHASE_RISE = 202;  
public const int PHASE_RISE_TO_TOP = 203;  
public const int PHASE_TOP = 204;  
public const int PHASE_TOP_TO_FALL = 205;  
public const int PHASE_FALL = 206;  
public const int PHASE_LAND = 207;  
public const int PHASE_RECOVER_TO_IDLE = 208;  
public const int PHASE_RECOVER_TO_RUN = 209;  
public const int PHASE_START_FALL = 250;  
public const int PHASE_START_JUMP = 251;  

Condition waiting for L0 Motion Phase == 251 

L0 Motion Phase set by Jump motion and transition starts 
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The reason for all these values is that the physics based ‘jump’ is complex. We 

don’t just rely on the animation to determine when to transition, but our 

distance from the ground and other factors. 

So we use these different phases to move the Animator forward when the code 

determines it’s time. Many of the transition conditions are just ‘L0MotionPhase 

== 205’ or something similar. 

Not all motions are this complex. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Choosing Values 
As far as what values to use with your motions, that gets a little tricky.  

I typically block out 100 per motion. So Idle owns 0-99, Jump owns 200-299, Adventure Forward owns 400-499, etc. 

They may not use all hundred, but they could if they needed to. 

The challenge is that the values need to be unique across ALL motions or motion animations might trigger accidentally. 

This is especially important if you share your motions with others. 

I don’t have a way for different developers to register the numbers they want to use yet (or a better solution). So, you’ll 

want to use a block of numbers you think is safe… maybe 43500-43599 or something similar. You can contact me at 

support@ootii.com and I’ll give you a set as I try to keep a registry, but no guarantee others will do this. 

  

Every motion in the project should use a unique set of enumeration values. Unfortunately, we 
can’t use strings for Animator Parameters. 

mailto:support@ootii.com
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Motion Processing Points 
If you think back to the Motion Life Cycle chart, I talked about functions you can override… ‘processing points’. The 

reason understanding processing points is important is because this is where you’ll add code to make modifications or 

create your custom motions. 

Typically you won’t want to control the character directly in the motion itself. Instead, you’ll want to pass the 

information back to the Motion Controller who will then do the actual updating. This allows the Motion Controller to 

take gravity, the environment, and other factors into account. It also makes it easier on you. 

Since all motions inherit from MotionControllerMotion, you can tap into processing points by overriding the following 

functions: 

void Awake() 
I typically don’t override this function. There’s some internal work being done by the motion and any of the ‘motion 

specific’ initialization should be done in the Initialize() function. 

void Initialize() 
This is where I typically do anything that needs to be done once. This call happens when the motion is deserialized and is 

a good place to grab references to other objects, store values that will exist for the life-time of the motion, etc. 

Although this function is usually called once, it can actually be called multiple times based on Unity’s deserialization 

process. For example, while in the editor Unity deserializes a lot… this function will be called at the end of each of those 

cycles. 

void LoadAnimatorData() 
This function allows the motion to grab animator state and transition IDs. In most cases, it will register all the Animator 

states and transitions that exist in the sub-state machine associated with the Motion. 

Registering the states and transitions helps with debugging and managing the flow of the animation. This is especially 

helpful for complex motions. 

Typically, this code is auto-generated… I’ll explain more about that later. 

void OnAnimatorStateChange(int rLastStateID, int rNewStateID) 
A function that is raised when an Animator state completes transition and a new state is now active. This is useful if your 

motion needs to take an action when a specific state is reached (or left). 

void UpdateRootMotion(ref Vector3 rVelocityDelta, ref Quaternion rRotationDelta) 
This hook allows the motion to modify the root motion data before it’s applied to the character.  

The Motion Controller extracts the root motion data from the animation during the OnAnimatorMove function and 

converts it to data that can be used during the normal update phase. You can modify this data as needed. 

bool TestActivate() 
Called by the motion layer to determine if it’s time for the motion to be activated.  

This is called by every motion layer on every motion every frame. This means it needs to be as fast as possible. If you 

look through the existing motions, you’ll see that the function typically just checks a set of Booleans like: 

 mActorController.IsGround 

 mMotionController.InputSource.IsJustPressed(“Jump”) 

The function returns a boolean that determines if the motions should be activated. 
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bool TestUpdate() 
Similar to TestActivate() except this function is called only on the motion that is currently active. This is how the motion 

determines if it should stay active or deactivate. 

bool TestInterruption(MotionControllerMotion rMotion) 
During the motion layer’s update, if a new motion is determined to be active it is passed to the current active motion 

through this function. At this point, the current motion can determine if it should be shut down or reject the 

interruption. If the new motion is rejected, the new motion won’t be activated. 

The return value determines if the interruption was accepted or not. 

bool Activate(MotionControllerMotion rPrevMotion) 
Once it’s determined that a specific motion should be activated, this function is called. It allows the motion a chance to 

initialize itself.  

The rPrevMotion value is the motion that is currently running. If there is no motion currently running (including if the 

motion was deactivated this frame), the value will be ‘null’. The value will not track a motion that was running 5 minutes 

ago, but shut itself down. In this case, the “previous motion” was ‘null’. 

The return value is ignored for now and is there for future use. 

void Deactivate() 
Once the motion (or outside code) determines it’s time to stop processing the motion, this function is called. Just as the 

Activate() function initialized the motion, this function shuts it down. 

void Update() 
The heart-beat of the motion. This is where you can monitor the environment, animations, etc. and determine the flow 

of the animations. 

In a lot of cases, this is were you’ll control the movement and the rotation of the character. You do this by setting the 

mMovement and mRotation properties of the motion. The MC will then handle the rest. This is useful if you don’t have 

root motion or you want to add rotation or movement after some event. 

For example, this code will have the character move forward 1 unit a second while the motion is active: 

public override void Update(float rDeltaTime, int rUpdateIndex) 
{ 
    mMovement = mMotionController._Transform.rotation * (Vector3.forward * rDeltaTime); 
} 

 

Stance 
In the underlying Actor Controller, there is a state property called “Stance”. In the motion, you can access it like this: 

mActorController.State.Stance = EnumControllerStance.TRAVERSAL; 

I’ve found this property is useful for helping to determine the state of the character. For example, if your stance is 

SWIMMING, than the swimming idle motion is preferred to the sneaking idle motion. You’ll find that I test for this value 

in the motions’ TestUpdate() function and sometimes I set it in the Activate() function. 

In the end, the value is just an integer you can use any way you want. 
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Auto-Generated Code 
In a lot of my motions, you’ll see a section labeled “Auto-Generated”. It isn’t mandatory that you do this, but it is helpful 

when you’re trying to determine the state of the animator or you want to share motions. 

Basically, I’ve written code that will write code for you. It will parse your animator, create a couple of useful functions 

you can use in writing your motion, and provide a way for developers you share your motion with to recreate your 

animator sub-state machine from nothing. 

 

If you don’t want to use the auto-generated code, simply add this property to your motion: 

/// <summary> 
/// Determines if we're using the IsInMotion() function to verify that 
/// the transition in the animator has occurred for this motion. 
/// </summary> 
public override bool VerifyTransition 
{ 
    get { return false; } 
} 

This will prevent the Motion Controller from looking for the code while checking transitions. 

Generating Code 
After you’ve finished creating your animator sub-state machine with states and transitions, add your new motion to the 

list if motions. In the inspector, click the blue gear icon. 

The new section that opens up is a bit hairy, but here’s 

what you’ll see… 

 The Animator Controller we’re working with. 

 The name of your sub-state machine in that controller. 

After you paste the auto-generated code for the first time, 

you’ll also see… 

 The primary unique phase ID. 

 A list of animations that are in the sub-state machine. 

Most of this should all be filled out based on the code of 

your motion or the auto-generated code you pasted. 

The “SM Name” and “Phase ID” actually come from your 

code. I don’t allow this to be saved from the inspector 

because you really don’t want people changing these 

values on you. 

The “Phase ID” value comes from the “PHASE_START” field 

that you’ll see in the Motion Review – Slide section below. 

Auto-generating does not support cross-state-machine transitions. 
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The “SM Name” value comes from the “_EditorAnimatorSMName” field in the motion that you typically set in the 

constructor. You’ll see an example of this in the Motion Review – Slide section below. 

Again, the reason for this is that you don’t want users saving these values as they should be set by you, the motion 

creator. 

 

The next important part for this section of the documentation is the ‘Generate Script’ button. When pressed, it will write 

all the code to re-create your sub-state machine and add it to the clip-board. 

You’ll see a message box when it’s done. Click ‘ok’. 

Now, go back to your code and at the bottom of your class (staying within the class brackets), paste the code. 

Animation List 
Once you paste the auto-generated code the first time, you should see the list of animations that are used by your state 

machine. 

Sometimes, one or more of the animation clips is actually missing. This can happen if the animation clip isn’t located in 

the same place as when the auto-generated code was created. Simply find your animation in the standard project 

hierarchy and drag it over. 

Identifiers 
The first thing you’ll see is a bunch of value like this: 

public static int TRANS_EntryState_IdlePose = -1; 

These represent the state and transition hash values that Unity creates when your game runs. Further down, you’ll see 

the LoadAnimatorData() function I discussed earlier. This is where we’ll grab the current hash value for those IDs. 

With that done, you’ll be able to use these IDs to test what state and transition the animator is currently in. In fact, I 

provide some helper functions to do just that… 

bool IsInMotionState() 
This function is auto-generated and has a couple of variations. By passing in the current animator state hash or 

transition hash, it will tell you if the animator is currently working within the scope of your sub-state machine. I use 

these functions all over the place. 
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User Input and Motion Activation 
In this version of the Motion Controller, I’ve started using Input Sources to access the keyboard, mouse, Xbox controller, 

etc. 

Input Sources 
If everyone used the same input solution, we wouldn’t need this. However, some people use Unity’s native input 

solution, some people like Easy Input, and some people use other assets found on the Asset Store. 

That means we have to have a generic way of getting input so motions can be coded once and grab user input from any 

solution. That’s what an Input Source is; a generic way of getting input. 

The Motion Controller includes the ‘Unity Input Source’ which knows how to grab user input using Unity’s native 

solution. Easy Input includes an ‘Easy Input Source’ and you can create other ‘Input Sources’ to work with your favorite 

solution as needed. 

Action Aliases 
Throughout the motions, I use ‘action aliases’ to check if input has occurred and if it’s time to activate a motion. An 

action alias is just a friendly name that’s given to a key press or input condition that allows us ask about it without 

understanding how it works. 

Let’s look at an example… 

The Jump motion has an action alias property whose default 

value is “Jump”. When the motion looks to see if it’s time to 

jump, it makes a call like this: 

bool lShouldActivate = 

InputSource.IsJustPressed(“Jump”); 

The motion doesn’t really care how “Jump” was processed. It 

just cares that a value of true or false comes back.  

This is exactly what Unity does with its input system (look at 

the picture to the left). 

 

 

So, my preference is to abstract the device and device interaction from the resulting action as much as possible. Unity’s 

Input Manager actually does that as well. That said, there are some thing it has a problem with (like allowing players to 

change settings at run-time) and as I programmer, I like to have more control. 

To help this abstraction, we use input sources. 

 

  

https://www.assetstore.unity3d.com/en/#!/content/15296
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Motion Review – Slide 
Before we go into creating our own motions, I figured it would be good to review some of the simple ones first. We’ll do 

a little jumping around, but it should be ok. 

Animation 
First, let’s open up the ‘Slide’ animation in Unity. 
Assets/ootii/MotionController/Content/Animations/Humanoid/Idling/ootii_Slide 
 

Yep, it’s an animation. Nothing special here. 

This animation is something I made and is a standard 

Humanoid rig. 

My point is that you can use any animation you want 

to build a motion. You don’t have to do anything 

special to the animation or the clips. 

 

 

 

 

 

Animator 
Next, let’s look at the Animator. Go into the Slide-SM sub-state machine. 

Again, nothing really that special.  

It has one animation node called ‘Slide’, one called ‘IdlePose’, and a transition from the ‘Any State’ to the slide node. 

Obviously motions can be more complex than this, 

but they don’t have to be. 
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If you click on the AnyState-to-Slide transition, you’ll see one condition: 

 

Remember when I talked about Motion Phase values? Well, this motion holds the values 700 – 799.  

Now, it only uses one value (700), but it could use others if it needed to. 

 

Code 
Next, let’s look at the script. Open up the Slide.cs file from the following folder: 
Assets/ootii/MotionController/Code/Actors/AnimationControllers/MotionController/M

otions 

 

Line 19: 
        public const int PHASE_UNKNOWN = 0; 
        public const int PHASE_START = 700; 
        public const int PHASE_END = 705; 

 

These three lines declare the Motion Phase values that this motion uses. All motions will use the ‘Phase_Unknown == 0’ 

because that clears out the Motion Phase value from the Animator. The rest of the values are based on what you need. 

For the Slide, we just need one value that tells the animation to start and one to tell it to stop. 

Line 36: 
        public Slide() 
            : base() 
        { 
            _Priority = 6; 
            mIsStartable = true; 
 
#if UNITY_EDITOR 
            if (_EditorAnimatorSMName.Length == 0) { _EditorAnimatorSMName = "Slide-SM"; } 
#endif         

        } 

This is the constructor and we initialize three values here. 

The last value _EditorAnimatorSMName is what sets the sub-state machine name that we used when we auto-

generated the code. It’s what was shown in the field when we pressed the blue gear icon. 

Priority 

Priority is important because if the Motion Layer is testing motions and two or more qualify to be active, the one with 

the highest priority value is chosen. In the event motions with the same value, the last one found is activated. 

I found that grouping the priorities worked well. For example: 

 Basic locomotion (walk, jog, run, etc) was a 1.  

 Locomotion actions (jump, slide, etc.) are 5.  

 Etc. 
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IsStartable 

We want to prevent the motion from re-activating before it’s ready. This flag will tell the Motion Layer that owns the 

motion if it can be activated or not. 

Line 67: 
        public override bool TestActivate() 
        { 
            if (!mIsStartable) { return false; } 
            if (!mController.IsGrounded) { return false; } 
            if (mController.State.InputMagnitudeTrend.Value > 0f) { return false; } 
            if (mController.State.GroundAngle < mController.MinSlideAngle) { return false; } 
 
            // Get out 
            return true; 
        } 

You’ve read about this function a couple of times. This is the function that determines if the Motion Controller should 

automatically start the motion. 

If you look, it’s actually pretty simple: 

 Is the motion capable of being activated? Remember, we saw that variable earlier. 

 Is the character on the ground? If not, then no reason to slide. 

 Is the character being forced to a position? I don’t want to interrupt a force move, but maybe we could… 

 Is there movement input from the player? If so, we won’t slide. Again, this is a preference. 

 What’s the ground angle? Remember these values from the Motion Controller and State? 

We’ll run through these checks each frame and as soon as we pass all of them, we’ll start the motion.  

It may look like a lot, but really they are just booleans and a couple of quick numerical compares. We want this function 

to be as fast as possible. 

Line 83: 
        public override bool TestUpdate() 
        { 
            if (!mController.IsGrounded) { return false; } 
            if (mController.State.InputMagnitudeTrend.Value > 0f) { return false; } 
 
            // Defalut to true 
            return true; 
        } 

As expected, this function is pretty close to the last one. It makes sense since we want to stay in the motion until one of 

these values are true. For example if the ground angle is less than our minimum slide angle, we should stop sliding. 

Line 99: 
        public override bool Activate(MotionControllerMotion rPrevMotion) 
        { 
            mController.SetAnimatorMotionPhase(mAnimatorLayerIndex, Slide.PHASE_START, true); 
            return base.Activate(rPrevMotion); 
        } 

 

Once we’ve determine that we should be activated, we want to pass the Motion Phase value off to the Mecanim 

Animator. We’ve talked about this a couple of times so there’s shouldn’t be a surprise. 
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The “true” parameter at the end of SetAnimatorMotionPhase() is pretty important in this case. What it does is 

automatically reset the motion phase to 0 in the Animator once the transition from the ‘Any State’ has finished. This is 

important because if we don’t do this the Animator will keep re-entering the ‘Any State’ transition. 

Line 129: 
        public override void Update(float rDeltaTime, int rUpdateIndex) 

 

At this point, we’re in our update function and it’s processing every frame. Here we can start to rotate towards the 

direction of the slope or test for an early exist if we need to. 

The motion has a property called ‘Rotation Speed’. No surprise, this determines how quickly they will rotate (assuming 

there is a value set). 

Using information from the controller state, I determine the amount of rotation that’s needed to face the down-slope 

and use the rotation speed to set the angular velocity. 

So line 164 (mAngularVelocity.y = lAngularSpeed) is pretty important. When the Motion Controller starts to rotate the 

character, it will look at this active motion and grab the AngularVelocity value. That value will then be applied to the 

character model. 

 

Settings 
The last thing we’ll look at is the actual settings for the character we put into our scene. In the Scene Hierarchy, click on 

your character and you should see something like this in the inspector: 

When you add a motion and select it, you’ll see ‘Slide’ as an option. This is 

because our motion inherited from MotionControllerMotion. 

If you choose it and look at the properties below, you’ll see the Rotation 

Speed that we coded for earlier.  

These can then be set by the person building the scene. 

 

 

 

Wrap-Up 
I know I wrote a bunch of text, but I don’t think that was too hard. Creating the animation and setting up the Animator 

you’d have to do even without the Motion Controller.  

The only real difference was creating the script, but was pretty easy and we wanted the special feature of the rotation. 
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Motion Review – Climb Crouch 
Ok, let’s look at one more. This motion is more complicated than the others, but you’ll see that we’re using the same 

properties and functions as we did with Slide. 

Again, I’m not going to actually go through all the code, but I’m going to point things out as we go. 

Animation 
If you want to look at the climb animations, you’ll find them here: 
Assets/ootii/MotionController/Content/Animations/Humanoid/Climbing 

 

Opening up ootii_ClimbCrouch.fbx, you’ll see lots of clips. Most of these clips are used at different stages of the climb. 
You’ll see them in the Animator. 
 

Animator 
Following the standard I talked about earlier, the Animator sub-state machine is ‘ClimbCrouch-SM’.  

 

The first thing you’ll notice is that there’s a lot more animations.  

In fact, several of them come off of the ‘Any State’. These are transition animations that we blend when coming from 

other specific animations (ie the Jump). For example, ‘JumpRiseToClimbCrouch’ is a special transition animation from 

Jump’s ‘rise’ animation to our climb. 

If you click on each of the four transitions, you’ll see they all follow the same format and use the ‘L0 Motion Phase’ 

parameter to trigger the right transition. No surprise, this is determined in the code. 

All of the other transitions use an Exit Time or a different L0 Motion Phase parameter to move forward. In this way, the 

Motion Controller has complete control over when each animation should move to the next. This makes sense when you 

think that we’ll move into the climb pose and wait for user interaction. 

Note that the transition all use an L0 Motion Phase value between the range of 300 and 399. 
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Code 
Next, let’s look at the script. Open up the ClimbCrouch.cs file from the following folder: 
Ootii/MotionController/Scripts/ootii/MotionController/AI/Controllers/Motions 

 
You can see there is a base ‘PHASE_START’ value. Also, I use some other enumerations to represent the different phases 

of the whole motion. Not a big deal. Simply use what you think your motion needs. 

If you look through the list of members and properties, you’ll see more than you did in the other walk-through. But 

again, not a big deal. This is just a more complex motion.  

The LoadAnimationData() function is registering more values than you’re used to, but that’s ok.  

The TestActivate() function is a little more complicated, but not bad. Basically we’re really expecting to grab an edge it 

we’re coming from a jump or a fall. The TestGrab() function is going to work as fast as it can to determine if we’re in 

range of an edge. If we are, we’ll call the grab a success and activate. 

There is no TestUpdate(). That’s because this motion has a clear start and finish. Unlike a walk, it really doesn’t loop on 

forever. So instead, we’ll work through the motion and be done when we’re done. 

Activate() looks a little more complex. We clear out some values and then we determine which of the four transition 

animations we’ll trigger… these are the animations we saw in the Animator that came off the ‘Any State’. We flagged it 

earlier with the mGrabMotion variable and use that to set the right Motion Phase.  

If you look, it’s the same SetAnimatorMotionPhase() function we used before. 

Towards the end of the function, we then save some information about what we’re climbing and where our body and 

hand positions should be. 

Then, we disable some features of the Actor Controller in order to stop gravity and penetration during the climb. 

Deactivate() just clears out some internal variables. 

Line 453: 
The UpdateRootMotion() function gives us a chance to clean up animation data at run-time. Here we’ll only clean up 

data depending on the phase of the motion we’re currently in. 

Note that the approach of getting the ‘StateID’ and then comparing it is fast because we’re comparing integers. These 

are the hash values we grabbed in LoadAnimatorData(). 

Line 488: 
Update() is definitely more bulky. 

Remember this is the heart-beat and where we manage the flow of the whole motion. In this case, we’ll use it to 

determine where we are in the climb, if we should continue climbing, or if we should drop out of the climb. 

I won’t go through the whole function, but I’ll point out a couple of things… 

Notice I clear out the mVelocity and mAngularVelocity flags at the beginning (you saw these in the previous walk-

throughs). Then, I grab the Animator state information for the index our animation runs on. 

As you scroll down the function, you’ll see that I change the Motion Phase value in the Animator at different points. 

Again, it just depends on how you build your motions. 

Throughout the Update(), we set the mVelocity and mAngularVelocity and different points to ensure we’re getting the 

avatar to the correct climb position. 
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Line 580: 
Here’s an example of where I’m looking for input in the motion itself. At this point, we know we’re in the hang pose. If 

the player is controlling the character and presses jump again, we climb to the top. If they press ‘Release’, we’ll drop 

down. They can also move to the sides. 

You can see we’re controlling the Motion Phase value here too. 

Line 706: 
TestGrab() is the function we used in the TestActivate() function. There are a fair amount of ray-casts, but you’ll see that 

I exit out as quickly as possible. In the end, it would be pretty rare that we’d cast more than one ray. 

Line 836: 
In the OnAnimatorStateChange() function, we do some clean-up as we move from one state to the next.  

The last part has us shut down the motion all together. 

 

All of the remaining functions are support functions and pretty basic. You should be able to scan through them on your 

own. There’s not much. 

Settings 
Get to the settings just like you did with the Slide motion. You’ll obviously see more properties based on what you saw 

at the beginning of the script, but nothing really different than Slide. 

Wrap-Up 
Sure this one was more complicated since the motion was more complicated, but in reality we just followed the same 

standards as before. Hopefully this all made sense.  
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Build Your First Motion 
With all the background and reviews out of the way, you should have a pretty good understanding of how the Motion 

Controller works and the features you can tap into. If not, that’s ok… 

We’re going to go through creating your first motion in gory detail. The reality is that the steps are pretty simple and 

several of them you have to do regardless if you have the Motion Controller or not: 

1. Build an animation and bring it into Unity 

2. Create a Mecanim Animator using your animations 

3. Create a motion script to define your motion 

4. Add the motion to your character and set the settings 

We’re going to create a ‘crouch’. In thinking about the crouch, I want it to act this way: 

 Our character has to be on the ground or a platform to crouch. 

 He can only go to the crouch if he’s standing idle. 

 He crouches when we press the ‘Fire1’ action (this is already setup as ‘left mouse button’) 

This should take about 15-30 minutes. Ok, let’s get started… 

Animation 
Note: This step has nothing to do with the Motion Controller. You do this for any Unity animation. I’m just detailing it 

here to be thorough. 

First, we need an animation. For this exercise, we’ll use an animation Unity created. It’s part of their ‘Raw MoCap data 

for Mecanim’ asset. I’ve extracted this one and made it simple to get for this tutorial.  

You can find the animation here: 
http://www.ootii.com/Downloads/Crouch.zip 

1. Download the animation and unzip it. Place the unity_Crouch.fbx file in the 

Assets\ootii\MotionController\Content\Animations\Humanoid\Idling folder 

2. In Unity, find the animation in the folder above and click on it. 

  

http://www.ootii.com/Downloads/Crouch.zip
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3. Click the ‘Rig’ button at the top of the inspector and change the 

‘Animation Type’ to ‘Humanoid’ and hit ‘Apply’. 

4. Then change the ‘Avatar Definition’ to ‘Copy From Other Avatar’ 

and in the ‘Source’ field, choose ‘DefaultAvatarAvatar’. Then, hit 

‘Apply’. 

5. If an ‘update’ button appears, click ‘Update’ and hit ‘Apply’ again. 

6. Click the ‘Animations’ button at the top of the inspector. You should 

see Unity’s default avatar in the preview window. 

7. Create a new clip and set the following values and then hit ‘Apply’: 

 Name = Crouch 

 Start = 208 

 End = 295 

 Root Transform Rotation – Based Upon = Body Orientation 

 Root Transform Position (Y) – Based Upon = Feet 

 Root Transform Position (XZ) – Based Upon = Center of Mass 

8. If you play the preview, you should see the avatar crouch. 
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Animator 
Note: This step has very little to do with the Motion Controller. You do this for any Unity animation. I’m just detailing it 

here to be thorough. 

We need to add this new animation to our Animator in order for our character to use it. So, find the ‘Humanoid’ 
Animator and click on it. It can be found here: 
Assets\ootii\MotionController\Content\Animations\Humanoid 

If you click on the Base Layer, you should see something that looks like this: 

 

1. Right-click in the Animator and select ‘Create Sub-State Machine’. 

2. Rename the sub-state machine to ‘Crouch-SM’. 

3. Double-click the new sub-state machine to enter it. 

4. Drag the new crouch animation into the Crouch-SM you just opened. Remember to drag the animation, not the whole 

FBX. 
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5. Create a transition from the ‘Any State’ to the ‘Crouch’ node you just added. After that, you’ll select the transition and 

change the condition to ‘L0MotionPhase’ equals 4001. As we talked about earlier, our Motion Phase values for this 

motion will be 4000-4099. 

 

6. If you want, you can modify the length of the blend. I changed mine to go from 50% to 75%. 

 

Motion Script 
Note: I use Visual Studio 2012. Your editor may be different, but the code will be the same. 

Now it’s time to get to coding. I didn’t create a file for you. Instead, we’re going to create it as we go. It’s not going to be 

a long script at all. 

 

1. Create a new class file and name it ‘Crouch.cs’. I created it in: 
ootii\MotionController\Code\Actors\AnimationControllers\MotionController\Motions  

You can create the file anywhere within the solution, but make sure you adjust the namespace appropriately. I use the 

following namespace for my motions: 

namespace com.ootii.AI.Controllers 

 

2. Ensure your class is public and that it inherits from MotionControllerMotion. 

    public class Crouch : MotionControllerMotion  
 

3. The first code we’ll add is our enumeration values for the Motion Phase we discussed earlier. Remember the block for 

this motion is 4000 – 4099. 

        public const int PHASE_UNKNOWN = 0; 
        public const int PHASE_START = 4001; 
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4.  We need to add our constructors. Both of them are needed so we can create the motions in code, but also through 

reflection.  

One interesting thing is the “_ActionAlias” property. Here we set it to “Fire1” as that is the input we’ll use to activate the 

crouch. 

The other thing is the “_EditorAnimatorSMName”. From the documentation, you know this is the name of your sub-

state machine. 

        public Crouch() 
            : base() 
        { 
            _Priority = 1; 
            _ActionAlias = "Fire1"; 
            _ReactivationDelay = 0.1f; 
 
            #if UNITY_EDITOR 
            if (_EditorAnimatorSMName.Length == 0) { _EditorAnimatorSMName = "Crouch-SM"; } 
            #endif 
        } 
 
 
        public Crouch(MotionController rController) 
            : base(rController) 
        { 
            _Priority = 1; 
            _ActionAlias = "Fire1"; 
            _ReactivationDelay = 0.1f; 
 
            #if UNITY_EDITOR 
            if (_EditorAnimatorSMName.Length == 0) { _EditorAnimatorSMName = "Crouch-SM"; } 
            #endif 
        } 

 

5. Now for the activation test function. Remember, we want this function to run quick. We’ll add the conditions that 

help us determine if it’s time for the motion to activate. 

Think back to our motion criteria above. We’re just implementing that here. 

        public override bool TestActivate() 
        { 
            if (!mIsStartable) { return false; } 
            if (!mMotionController.IsGrounded) { return false; } 
 
            if (mMotionController._InputSource.IsJustPressed(_ActionAlias)) { return true; } 
 
            // Get out 
            return false; 
        } 

 

6. Next, we add the sister function TestUpdate(). As we discussed earlier, it’s pretty close to the TestActivate() function, 

but we’ll put logic in to ensure we should stay activated. 

        public override bool TestUpdate() 
        { 
            if (mIsActivatedFrame) { return true; } 
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            if (mIsAnimatorActive) 
            { 
                if (!mMotionController.IsGrounded) { return false; } 
                if (mMotionController._InputSource.IsJustPressed(_ActionAlias)) { return false; } 
            } 
 
            return true; 
        } 

 

Several things are the same, but notice this time we want to move out of the motion if any other motion takes 

precedence. We’ll also move out of the motion if the user presses ‘Release’ again. 

The ‘mIsActivatedFrame’ is a block we use to ensure that we don’t run TestUpdate() in the same frame that the motion 

is activated. If we don’t use this block with functions like IsJustPressed(), we’re essentially evaluating the same button 

condition we evaluated during TestActivate(). This happens because TestActivate() and the first TestUpdate() call are 

called in the same frame. 

 

7. The Activate() function will actually start the motion. So when it’s triggered by the Motion Layer, we want to tell the 

Animator to start our crouch animation. 

        public override bool Activate(MotionControllerMotion rPrevMotion) 
        { 
            mController.SetAnimatorMotionPhase(mAnimatorLayerIndex, Crouch.PHASE_START, true); 
 
            return base.Activate(rPrevMotion); 
        } 

Do any other pre-processing that you think may be important. For example, in this motion we want to resize the 

character collider so it better fits the pose. 

Remember, the “true” at the end of SetAnimatorMotionPhase() is important so we don’t re-enter from the ‘Any State’. 

 

8. Now it’s time for the heart-beat. This is the function that we’ll use to keep track of the motion and animations. This 

motion is pretty simple… we just let the motion run. No logic needed. 

        public override void UpdateMotion() 
        { 
        } 

 

11. The last function we’ll add will remove any rotation from the root-motion of the animation. We don’t always do this, 

but in this case we don’t want our character to rotate as he’s crouching down. 

        public override void UpdateRootMotion(float rDeltaTime, int rUpdateIndex, ref Vector3 
rVelocityDelta, ref Quaternion rRotationDelta) 
        { 
            rRotationDelta = Quaternion.identity; 
        } 

 

12. Save the file and compile.  
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Settings 
So the last thing we need to do is attach the motion to the character. 

1. Go back into Unity and open your scene. 

2. Click the character that is using the Motion Controller. 

3. Add the ‘Crouch’ motion to the first Motion Layer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Run It! 
At this point, you can run. The first thing you’ll see is your character standing as he normally does. Now, press the left 

mouse button.  

The character will stay crouched until you press the button again 

or take some other action. 

Notice that he blends in automatically. He doesn’t blend out 

smoothly because we simply deactivate the motion on the 

second press. 

If you wanted to, you could create transitions like what we saw 

in the Climb motion. Then, we could have him transition in and 

out smoothly. 

The cool thing is that if you have characters that don’t need to 

crouch, don’t add the motion. No processing will be wasted on 

it. 

 

Wrap-Up 
Well, that’s it. My guess is that it took you about 30 minutes while reading the document. Do a couple of them and you’ll 

be a pro in no time. 

Motions can be as simple or complex as you need them to be. The framework provides a consistent way for adding 

motions as needed. 
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Building Motions for Non-Humanoids 
In addition to creating motions for humanoid, you can create motions for non-humanoids like cats, dogs, dragons, etc. 

The process is really the same, but I’ll create a tutorial here just for clarity. 

Import 
First, you’re going to import your character. In this case, I’m using a gorilla, but it could be anything. The Animation Type 

will be “Generic”. 

 

After the import, everything is just like creating a motion for a humanoid. 

Animator 
All of the animator sub-state machines and motions I’ve created are expecting humanoid characters. So, we’ll need to 

create a new Mecanim Animator specific to your non-humanoid. I did the following: 

1. Copied the default “Humanoid” animator I include. 
Assets\ootii\MotionController\Content\Animations\Humanoid\Humanoid.controller 

2. Renamed it to “Gorilla”. 

3. Deleted all the sub-state machines. 
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With your specific animator created, you need to think about how you want to create your motions and sub-state 

machines. I’ve found that having a “base” state/motion works really well. Then, building motions off of that just flows. 

For example, my included motions do something like this: 

 

It doesn’t mean you can’t get to an “attack” from “walk/run”, it just means that when nothing else is happening, I go 

back to the idle state. 

So, that’s what I did in this tutorial: 

 

I created a “Gorilla Idle” sub-state machine and motion and then I created a “Gorilla Walk Run Pivot” sub-state machine 

and motion. 

  

Idle 

WalkRun 

Jump 

Climb 

Attack 

Defend 
(base) 
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Gorilla Idle 
The Gorilla Idle sub-state machine is really easy. It’s just a single ‘idle’ animation.  

 

 

Gorilla Walk Run 
The gorilla’s walk/run sub-state machine isn’t much more complicated: 

 

 

Basically, we’ve just got a blend tree that takes us from idle to walk to run and back. 
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Motions 
Creating the motions is exactly like creating the motions for a humanoid character. 

I’ve actually zipped up the gorilla animator and motions for you. You can grab them here: 
http://www.ootii.com/Downloads/Motions/ootii/Gorilla/GorillaMC.zip 

These won’t work for you since you don’t have the Gorilla character, but they should get you started. 

Gorilla_Idle.cs 
As you guessed, this motion controls the gorilla’s idle animation. It’s a simple motion the really just starts the animations 

in the Activate() function. This is exactly like I’ve talked about in the earlier parts of the documentation. 

Gorilla_WalkRunPivot.cs 
This motion isn’t too complex, but since the animation doesn’t include root-motion… we need to provide our own walk 

and run speeds.  

Probably the trickiest parts here are in the Update() function around line 223. What I’m doing is limiting the input so 

that a max of 0.5 is walking and 1.0 is running. 

So, if the gorilla is walking… I limit the input values that are sent to the animator. 

Finally, at line 233 I rotate the gorilla to face the direction of the input. 

Character Setup 
When we’re all done, we just use the motions like normal: 

We add the Gorilla Idle motion and the Gorilla Walk Run Pivot motions we 

created. Now, the non-humanoid works just like a humanoid. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.ootii.com/Downloads/Motions/ootii/Gorilla/GorillaMC.zip
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Support 
If you have any comments, questions, or issues, please don’t hesitate to email me at support@ootii.com. I’ll help any 

way I can. 

Thanks! 

Tim 

 

 

mailto:support@ootii.com

